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The most recent flareup of tensions between the Nicaraguan government and the Catholic Church
hierarchy referred to as "Obando-gate" by some Nicaraguans began Oct. 10 when the local media
published reports on an apparent misuse of funds related to the Sapoa agreement by Cardinal
Miguel Obando y Bravo, president of the Nicaraguan Bishops Conference. The media reported that
the Cardinal had requested import-tax exemptions on 17 luxury vehicles and other items he had
purchased with US Agency for International Development funds, approved by the US Congress
in April for use by the Sapoa Verification Commission. The Commission was created on March
23 in Sapoa, Nicaragua, when the government and the Nicaraguan Resistance (contras) signed a
preliminary agreement outlining arrangements leading to a permanent cease-fire. Directors of
the Commission are Cardinal Obando y Bravo and Organization of American States Secretary
General Joao Baena Soares. Under the Sapoa agreement, "technical assistance and services required
by [the Verification] Commission for the expeditious...compliance, follow-up and verification
of this agreement shall be requested from and entrusted to the Secretary General of the OAS."
OAS sources consulted by the Agencia Nueva Nicaragua confirmed that Baena Soares was not
informed of the purchases, much less involved in the decision-making to make them. Next,
the agreement specifies that Commission functions are to be jointly defined by the RN and the
Nicaraguan government in the context of a definitive cease-fire accord. No such accord exists, as
cease-fire negotiations have been suspended since June 9. Next, the Commission's scope, specific
activities and internal regulations have not yet been defined. A few days prior to the media's
coverage of Obando's purchases, the National Assembly and the Ministry of Foreign Cooperation
approved measures prohibiting the entry into the country and/or use of funds approved by
the US Congress until such time that relations are normalized with the US. The Verification
Commission is explicitly excluded from such restrictions when the contras and the government
have reached an agreement on plans for a permanent truce. Nicaraguan officials were irritated
with what they perceived as Obando's haste to establish an infrastructure for verification of a
non-existent truce. Obando's close associate, Father Bismark Carballo declared that the Church
hierarchy intends to use the Verification Commission to monitor the government's compliance
with human rights, freedom of expression, and democratization provisions of the regional peace
plan. The Commission's activities under the Sapoa agreement refer only to verification of charges
by either side of violations of a future cease-fire. Additional Commission responsibilities, said the
agreement, could be designated via mutual agreement of the two parties in the course of ceasefire negotiations. On Oct. 14, Nicaraguan journalists published a detailed budget prepared by the
Cardinal and submitted to AID, allegedly for Sapoa accord verification. The $2.1 million budget
includes the following: over $85,000 for an office in Washington; $200,000, public relations firm
contract; over $141,000 in salaries and expenses for 35 "observers" to be appointed by the Cardinal;
$759,000, "legal advisers"; almost $90,000, international travel expenses; $66,000, office in Managua;
$322,300, communications and transportation; and, $250,000, report publication. The budget also
includes an office in Miami, and a 27-person staff for the Managua office. [In its Nov. 2 issue, the
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US-based National Catholic Reporter indicated that Obando y Bravo was already paying five
Washington and Miami-based "consultants" $9,000 each per month with AID funds.] A government
communique asserted that "the idea of establishing expensive offices in Washington and Miami is
quite baffling, as is the hefty public relations contract and other expenses that do not come under
the Sapoa Agreement or the responsibilities of the Verification Commission." In its Oct. 14 edition,
the FSLN's newspaper, Barricada, said that the "budget breakdown suggests that experts have
advised his Eminence...Considering the fact that no cease-fire has been signed to verify and no
agreement has been worked out to define and guide the work of the Verification Commission, the
Cardinal's justification is quite shaky...Is this...a private agreement between the Cardinal and the
United States government?" On Oct. 19, after meeting with leaders of the Nicaraguan Democratic
Coordinator (CDN), who visited the Cardinal to "express their solidarity," Obando y Bravo criticized
the government for "trying to discredit the Church." CDN leaders have claimed that government
objections to Obando y Bravo's plans represent a "plot" to pressure him into resigning from the
Commission. (The Nicaraguan government appointed the Cardinal to the Commission.) Opposition
newspaper La Prensa has charged the Sandinistas with launching a new campaign of religious
"persecution." From Miami, contra military commander Enrique Bermudez who has declared
the peace process a "waste of time" sent the OAS a letter dated Oct. 18 in which he calls on the
organization to support the Cardinal's "verification operations." (Basic data from article by Sergio
Ferrari, in Agencia Nueva Nicaragua, Central America Information Bulletin, 11/16/88)
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